Abstract-This paper proposes a linear transmit filter design to maximize weighted sum capacity (WSC) in multiuser multiple-input-multiple-output (MU-MIMO) systems. The proposed scheme is based on a modified signal-to-leakage-plus-noise ratio (SLNR) criterion, which integrates receiver structures and power allocations into the precoder design and can efficiently exploit unused receiver subspaces. Based on the proposed transmitter (TX) design with receive matched filters (MFs), the WSC maximization problem can be simplified to power-allocation and data-stream selection problems. A power-allocation algorithm for finding a local optimal solution is also proposed and is shown to be obtained by the iteration of closed-form water-filling (WF) solutions. Furthermore, a low-complexity user and substream selection is proposed as an alternative solution to maximize WSC. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms outperform the conventional scheme and achieve comparable performance to a joint transceiver design, despite requiring simpler receiver structures.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIUSER multiple-input-multiple-output (MU-MIMO) schemes have attracted considerable interest in recent years due to the capability of multiplexing multiple users' data streams into the same frequency and time resources and offering high system throughput. The theoretical sum capacity of MU-MIMO is known to be achieved by dirty paper coding (DPC) [1] - [3] . In practice, however, the implementations of DPC are generally difficult as they involve high complexity in nonlinear coding/decoding of users' data streams. The search for practical transceiver designs to achieve the capacity limit is therefore still ongoing. To this end, linear precoding techniques are often of interest due to their simplicity. In addition, the weighted sum capacity (WSC) is normally adopted as an optimization criterion since it incorporates users' priority and fairness into consideration [4] .
The problem of finding linear transceiver designs to maximize the WSC is known to be nonconvex and is generally difficult to solve. Existing works thus aim to obtain a local optimum point. These works may be classified into two major frameworks. The first framework involves the joint design of trasmit and receive filters using iterative algorithms. The principle is to iterate the computation of transmit filters, power allocations, and receive filters by assuming that the other components are fixed during each update. In [5] , based on the uplink-downlink duality theory, the design of downlink transmit filters is assisted by using a virtual uplink system, in addition to solving associated power allocations by geometric programming (GP) in each iteration. The concept of duality is also exploited in [6] in a multicarrier context, where the powerallocation problem is shown to be a signomial programming problem. Another approach is proposed in [7] based on the relationship between WSC and weighted minimum mean square error (WMMSE) problems. In this case, transmit filters with power allocation can be obtained via an MSE weights update, whereby GP problems can be avoided. Nevertheless, in the joint transceiver design approach, the computation of receive filters generally requires the knowledge of other users' transmit filters. Although this can be done by an estimation at the receivers or directly feeding forward the decoding matrices to the receivers, it may eventually require additional processing at receivers and/or large control overhead. It should also be noted that user and data substream selections are generally embedded into the joint transceiver design process. Specifically, only users and data substreams with nonzero allocated power can be scheduled for data transmission. The second framework focuses on low-complexity transmit filter designs by introducing specific criteria on the design algorithms. Zero forcing (ZF) [8] and block diagonalization (BD) [9] , for instance, impose zero multiuser interference (MUI) constraints when users are equipped with single and multiple antennas, respectively. Despite zero MUI, the stringent requirement of ZF and BD leads to a transmit power boost issue [8] , causing poor performance in the low SNR regime. MMSE [8] , [10] is another well-known criterion to improve the shortcomings of ZF by incorporating noise power into the transmit filter design. This idea has been generalized to multiantenna cases in regularized BD (RBD) [11] and generalized MMSE channel inversion [12] schemes. Maximizing the signal-to-leakage-plusnoise ratio (SLNR) [13] is also an attractive criterion, providing an alternative approach to the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) maximization problem. Due to the imposed design criterion, the transmitter and receiver (TX-RX) structures are generally simplified and are usually obtained by closed-form solutions at the expense of suboptimal performance, Consequently, the above precoding schemes are generally not optimal with respect to the WSC maximization problems.
0018-9545/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE This paper aims to apply a low-complexity transmit filter design approach to the WSC maximization problems. One major issue inhibiting this approach occurs when users have multiple antennas, and the number of transmission layers is not fully utilized, i.e., when the number of scheduled data streams is less than the number of receive antennas. In this case, there exists unused RX subspaces that are not exploited by the TX design. The system performance can be thus improved by an efficient use of these RX subspaces. One simple approach is to utilize only a subset of receive antennas [14] , [15] which, however, may lead to an ineffective exploitation of the available receive diversity. Another approach involves an estimation of effective RX subspaces and uses them to refine the transmit beamforming vectors, which are later used to update the effective RX subspaces in an iterative manner. Examples of this include the coordinated TX-RX BD [9] , Iterative null-spacedirected singular value decomposition [16] , and iterative RBD (IRBD) [11] . These techniques deploy the left singular vectors of the equivalent channel, which are obtained by the product of the transmit filter and the channel matrix, as an estimation of the receiver filter. Another concern regarding WSC maximization is how to choose a proper precoding design criterion to meet the desired objective.
This paper adopts the SLNR criterion as it exhibits a potential alternative to the SINR maximization. A modified definition of SLNR is proposed to incorporate effective receiver subspaces into the precoding design criteria. The proposed scheme inherits the simple transceiver structures from the conventional SLNR (cSLNR) scheme. Consequently, the problem of maximizing WSC can be simplified to the power-allocation and substream selection problems, which are separately treated in this paper. On one hand, the problem of finding a local optimal power allocation is formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem and is solved using the Lagrange multiplier method [17] . Similar to the joint transceiver approach, the solution of power allocation leads to an implicit user and substream selection as users with zero power are prohibited from data transmission. On the other hand, a suboptimal algorithm for substream selection is proposed based on the assumption of equal power per substream (EPS). It is shown that the proposed algorithms outperform the receive antenna selection scheme and the performance is comparable with the joint transceiver approach, despite requiring simpler receiver structures. In addition, the proposed suboptimal substream selection can serve as a highly reliable initial condition for the proposed powerallocation scheme, which can bring further improvement to the system performance.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the general model of MU-MIMO systems. In Section III, the cSLNR scheme is briefly reviewed, and the modified definition of SLNR and the proposed iterative precoding scheme are presented. The problem of finding a local optimal power allocation and its convergence properties, and the proposed suboptimal substream selection are elaborated upon in Section IV. Section V studies the complexity of the proposed algorithms and their comparisons with existing algorithms. Simulation results are presented in Section VI, and finally, a concise summary is given in Section VII. 
The transmitted signal at the BS can be given by
T denotes the overall data vector, where
is the transmit precoding matrix, where W k ∈ C M ×N k , and each column is normalized to unit norm. A is the power loading matrix defined by A = blkdiag{A 1 
The additive Gaussian noise vector for each user k, which is denoted as n k , has zero mean and covariance matrix E{n k n H k } = σ 2 k I N k , and is assumed to be statistically independent to data and noise from the other users. The received signal at user k can be given by
At user k, the receive processing can be decomposed as
is the receive filter normalized, such that each row has unity norm and
is a diagonal matrix, wherein the diagonal entries represent the norms of the associated rows in G k . Assuming G k and D k are known by the receiver, the received signal at the output of the receive filterŷ k and the estimated data sequenceŝ k can be written asŷ
III. iSLNR PRECODING SCHEME
A. Conventional Definition of SLNR
In the cSLNR precoding scheme [13] , the SLNR is defined as
Notice that the leakage power in (4) and (5) is calculated at the receive antenna output before the receive filter (RP1 in Fig. 1 ). By assuming equal power for each data substream (denoted as P s ), i.e., A k = √ P s I N k , the SLNR in (5) can be rewritten as
As proposed in [13] , the objective of precoding design is to maximize the given SLNR metric. This leads to the following optimization problem:
where SLNR k is defined as in (6) .
B. Modified Definition of SLNR
As noted earlier, the conventional definition of SLNR considers the leakage power at the receive antenna output (RP1 in Fig. 1 ). In this case, the precoding algorithm tries to maximize the received signal power of the intended user while keeping the sum of leakage power received at the receive antennas of the other users as low as possible. However, it is seen that the leakage signals are later steered by the receive beamforming vectors. As a result, parts of the leakage signals may be nulled out by the receive filters. This motivates a new approach to consider the leakage power at the receive filters' outputs (RP2 in Fig. 1 ), which potentially offers a better approximation of leakage power. Thus, a modified definition of SLNR can be given by
Notice that the given definition only alters the reference point for the calculation of leakage power (the denominator), whereas the desired signal power (the nominator) is considered at the original reference point (RP1). By doing so, the precoding and receive matrices can be obtained in the same way as the cSLNR scheme. This avoids a precision loss in the computation of the precoding matrix W k as a result of using an estimation of the receive filter G k . Similar to the conventional scheme, assuming EPS, the SLNR in (8) can be rewritten as
Note that (9) resembles the conventional definition of SLNR (6), with a modification of the equivalent leakage channel (ELC) to user j defined by G j H j . It is also noticed that, although the definition in (9) considers the receive beamforming vectors in the computation of leakage power, each leakage stream contributes with equal significance, regardless of its power allocation. This has been made explicit in (10) and (11), where A j = √ P s I N j according to the assumption of equal power. In general cases, to take into account different priorities of each leakage streams in the precoding design, a modified definition of SLNR is proposed by the inspection of (11) as given by
In this case, the ELC to a user j is defined as
where Ω j is a diagonal matrix, in which each diagonal entry indicates a weighting factor (priority) of each leakage stream associated with the user j. It can be seen that the weight matrix Ω j controls the amount of leakage power to each substream of user j. The precoding algorithm pays little attention to a substream with a small weighting factor, allowing other substreams to gain benefits by adjusting their beamforming vectors, although causing high interference to this substream, whereas it gives high priority to a substream with a high weight, e.g., other substreams may be sacrificed to guarantee low interference to this substream. Notice that this effect conforms to the water-filling (WF) powerallocation strategy for sum capacity maximization. Thus, it is seen that, by setting weights equal to allocated power, i.e., Ω j = A j , the proposed scheme can facilitate WF strategies. Hence, Ω j = A j is assumed throughout this paper.
Notice that the modified definition (12) also supports user substream selection, i.e., when some data substreams are allocated zero power (some diagonal entries of A j become zero). In this case, the ELC (13) contains zero row vectors, resulting in zero leakage power in the computation of modified SLNR (12) . In other words, unused receiver subspaces due to unallocated data substreams do not contribute to any signal leakage. They can be therefore exploited by the precoding algorithm to improve its transmit beamforming vectors.
C. Iterative Algorithms and Choices of Receive Filter
The precoding designs for the modified SLNR criterion can be obtained by replacing the objective function in (7) with the modified definition (12) . Similar to the conventional scheme, the optimal precoding matrix can be given by [13] :
where the columns of T k ∈ C M ×M defines the generalized eigenspace of the pair {H
The diagonal entries are nonzero and are chosen to satisfy the power constraint Tr(W H k W k ) = N k , and each column is normalized to unity norm.
Notice that the computation of the precoding matrix W k depends on the ELCH j of the other users. This requires a priori knowledge of the receive filters, which would technically be known after the precoding matrix is obtained. To this end, iterative algorithms are normally used to cope with this situation, as also shown in [9] , [11] , and [16] . Thus, an iterative SLNR (iSLNR) scheme based on the modified SLNR definition is proposed, as summarized in Algorithm 1. Notice that the definition in (13) is valid for any type of receive filter. In this paper, for simplicity, MFs are assumed as in the conventional scheme. Hence, the receive filter for any user j can be given by (15) where Ψ j ∈ R N j ×N j is a diagonal matrix, and each diagonal entry is chosen so that each row is normalized to unity norm. Note that a study of the iSLNR scheme with other types of receive filters will be pursued in another work.
Algorithm 1 iSLNR Precoding Scheme 1: Initialize: Define a user ordering U (e.g., ascending order) and the number of iteration n iter . Set the power loading vectors {a k } and initialize ELC, e.g.,
compute W k using (14) 7: updateH k using (13) and (15) 8: end for 9:
end for 10: end procedure
D. iSLNR With Imperfect Channel Information
Earlier, it is assumed that the full channel state information (CSI) is available at the BS. In practice, however, the CSI is either obtained by reverse channel estimation (e.g., using uplink-downlink reciprocity) in time-division duplexing or by quantized feedback in frequency-division duplexing systems. This leads to channel estimation errors causing the degradation of the system performance. Similar to the cSLNR scheme [13] , the proposed iSLNR scheme can be modified to take into account the channel estimation errors in the presence of imperfect channel information. In this case, the channel matrix of each user k can be modeled as [18] , [19] 
where H k , H k , and E k represent the actual channel matrix, the estimated channel matrix, and the estimation error matrix, respectively. Each elements of E k are assumed to be independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex Gaussian variables with variance σ 2 e and are spatially uncorrelated. In addition, it is assumed that H k and E k are independent and are uncorrelated to the data and noise vectors. Assuming that σ 2 e is known to the BS, the modified SLNR definition (12) can be reevaluated as
where the expectation is conditional on the estimated channel matrices of the user k, i.e., H k , and of the other users, i.e., {H j }. Assuming that Ω j and G j are known and constant during the evaluation of the modified SLNR values, it can be shown in Appendix A that (17) can be rewritten as
It follows that the proposed algorithms given earlier remain applicable with the objective function in (7) being replaced with (18) .
IV. WEIGHTED SUM CAPACITY MAXIMIZATION USING
THE iSLNR PRECODING SCHEME Here, the proposed iSLNR scheme is applied to WSC maximization problems, assuming perfect channel estimation.
A. Power Allocation to Maximize WSC
Given the set of precoding matrices {W k }, let p kb = a 
subject to
where the WSC associated with the (real and positive) users' weights α k can be written as
Using the Lagrange Multiplier method [17] , it is shown in Appendix B that a local optimal solution of (19) can be obtained as
where
with the Lagrange multipliers ν ≥ 0 and λ kb ≥ 0 ∀k∀b satisfying the complementary slackness conditions ν( k b p kb − P ) = 0 and λ kb p kb = 0, respectively.W kb andW j denote submatrices of W obtained by removing columns and/or rows associated with the bth substream of user k and all substreams of user j from W, respectively.P kb andP j are also defined in a similar way, and P = blkdiag{P 1 , . . . , P K }. Notice that (22) and (23) are quadratic forms associated to a positive definite matrix and a positive semidefinite matrix, respectively; thus, γ kb > 0 and t kb ≥ 0. From (21) , it can be seen that an optimal power allocation of a data stream p kb depends on power allocations of the others through the terms γ kb and t kb . Thus, solving (21)- (23) in general is a complicated task. However, similar techniques to those in [20] can be applied by iteratively solving the given conditions. In this case, γ kb and t kb are assumed to be fixed in each iteration, and (21) can be recognized as a modified WF problem. By solving the complementary slackness conditions, the solution to (21) can be written as
where the value of ν is determined from the power constraint
As α k , γ kb , and t kb are nonnegative, (25) is a monotonic function of ν and can be efficiently solved by a 1-D search (e.g., bisection). Note that when no positive real number satisfies (25) , indicating that k b p kb ≤ P , ν becomes zero in conformity with the complementary slackness. Once the allocated power for all users' data streams are obtained, the values of γ kb and t kb can be updated. This procedure can be reiterated until predefined convergence criteria are satisfied. Notice that the given iterative procedure can be considered as a generalization of the modified iterative WF (GIWF) in [20] from the case of single-antenna receivers to multiantenna receivers.
It is worth noting that (21)- (23) can be computed for any set of precoding matrices {W j } with multiple data streams, regardless of precoding design criteria. In the case of BD, for instance, it can be shown that t kb becomes zero as H j w kb = 0 due to the ZF constraint. γ kb can also be simplified to
k , which is independent to power allocation of the other streams. Then, the given algorithm reduces to the conventional WF [9] , [21] as a result. This paper focuses on the power-allocation strategy for the modified SLNR precoding (12) . Notice that this scheme requires the knowledge of power allocation (due to the assumption of Ω j = A j ) in the calculation of the precoding matrix (14) . Thus, the precoding design and power allocation can be integrated into the same process, as proposed in Algorithm 2. Since the WSC maximization problem is nonconvex, the performance of the algorithm largely depends on the initial condition. This paper assumes EPS as the initial power allocation, which performs generally well as shown in Section VI-C. In addition, a better initial condition can be obtained by a user and substream selection algorithm, potentially with low-complexity implementation. This enables a systematic approach to finding a reliable initial condition, which is one of the main advantages compared with a joint transceiver design scheme. 
Algorithm 2 iSLNR with GIWF (version
B. Discussion on Convergence Property of iSLNR GIWF
As also mentioned in [20] , the convergence property of iterative WF is rather hard to establish with full generality. However, simulation results suggest that Algorithm 2 usually converges when N k ≤ M . For N k > M, oscillation between different power-allocation states has been observed occasionally. Although a mathematical proof is not given in this paper, it can be shown by simulation (see Section VI-C) that the oscillation issue can be solved by introducing an update step size (confidence weight) η, where 0 < η < 1, to slow down the update of power allocation as given in Algorithm 3 (line 8). A normal update (line 6) may be performed in the first T iterations before the weighting takes effect, to avoid the slow convergence. Notice that Algorithm 3 reduces to Algorithm 2 when η is set to 1. In addition, an extra exit condition may be added to detect the oscillation. In this case, the value of the objective function swings around a certain average value. By comparing the average WSC of the current iteration, i.e., C
(W denotes an averaging window size), with the previous iteration, the algorithm can be terminated if a sufficiently small change is observed. Condition C is also checked to ensure that the algorithm exits when it swings to the better solution. 
Algorithm 3 iSLNR with GIWF (version
C. Suboptimal TRS Algorithm
An alternative method for solving the WSC problem is provided here. Unlike the power-allocation strategy where the user and substream selection is obtained implicitly, an explicit data substream selection is proposed under EPS assumption. The algorithm is based on a sequential search algorithm, which is similar to that in [15] and [22] . The pseudocode of the proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4. The principle is to choose substreams in order, starting from a substream with the maximum weighted capacity. Then, a substream providing the best WSC with the previously selected ones is added until no further improvement is attained. The outer FOR loop involves the successive addition of substreams, whereas the inner FOR loop is concerned with the search for the best candidate substream. Line 7 in the inner loop represents the iSLNR precoding design under the EPS assumption, as described in Section III-C. Notice that the ELCs are updated at the end of each outer loop, providing a good initial condition for subsequent inner loops. The sufficient number for inner loop iterations n iter tends to be reduced as a result. In addition, unlike [15] and [22] , the performance of the proposed algorithm depends on the user ordering, particularly when n iter is small. It is also proposed to update the precoding matrices in reverse selection order, which appears to further lower the required number of inner loop iterations, as observed from experimental simulations.
Among substreams for a particular user, the dominant eigenmode is known to have highest effective channel gain [23] . To reduce complexity of the algorithm, only the largest eigenmode from each user may be included in the initial candidate list D. Only when the dominant eigenmode of a user is selected can the next strongest substream of this user participate in the candidate selection. This reduces the number of candidate search to the order of K, compared with the order of N = k N k for the algorithm in [15] , as discussed in Section V. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm can be viewed as a transmission rank selection (TRS), whereby the output of the algorithm indicates the number of eigenmodes (in descending order) selected for each user.
Algorithm 4 iSLNR with TRS
Initialize the selection set D ← the set of indices associated to dominant eigenmodes
Sort users in reverse order 5:
set {a k } Assuming EPS for active substreams 6: {H
[{W
compute C 
13:
S 
V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Here, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms is approximated in terms of the number of floatingpoint operations (flops) [24] . It is, in general, rather tedious and complicated to calculate the exact number of operations for various algorithms. Hence, for comparison purposes and simplicity, the complexity is estimated for the case of real matrices. Although this may not lead the exact computational complexity, it suffices to illustrate the degree of complexity of each algorithm. In this case, the complexity of typical matrix operations can be assumed as follows [24] , [25] :
• multiplication of an m × n matrix and an n × p matrix: Consider the case of equal number of receive antennas per user, which is denoted as n, with a high number of users, i.e., the total number of receive antennas N = k N k = nK > M . LetK ≤ K denote the number of users selected for data transmission, which is assumed to be on the order of the number of available spatial layers, B = min(M, N ). Based on these assumptions, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms can be estimated in the following.
A. Estimated Complexity of iSLNR (Algorithm 1)
For the cSLNR scheme, the computation of each user's precoding matrix involves matrix multiplications (for H H k H k and j =k H H j H j , the matrix addition with σ 2 k I M is omitted as low-complexity order) and one GED, which requires the complexity of O(2nKM 2 ) and O(14M 3 ), respectively. For iSLNR, on one hand, the complexity is slightly increased in the computation of ELC (13), e.g., on the order of O(2nM
. On the other hand, ELC may contain several zero row vectors, reducing the complexity of the matrix multiplications to O(2nM 2 + 2BM 2 ). Thus, it may be concluded that each iteration of iSLNR requires approximately a comparable complexity order to that of the cSLNR scheme. This number, however, increases with the number of iteration of iSLNR, i.e., n iter , as given in Table I .
B. Estimated Complexity of iSLNR GIWF (Algorithm 2, 3)
Compared with Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 involves additional tasks in the computation of γ kb and t kb , and a bisection for WF. It can be seen that the complexity of the former dominates the latter as it involves several matrix multiplications and inversions. Thus, the additional complexity order can be estimated from the complexity of the calculation of γ kb and t kb . At the initial stage, all substreams are assigned nonzero power, resulting in the estimated overall complexity of O(K 2 (4nM 2 )). In subsequent iterations, however, the complexity reduces to approximately O(Kn(2BM 2 + 2nM 2 + 4n 2 M + n 3 )) as several substreams are given zero power. Thus, denoting L as the number loops required for the algorithm to converge, the complexity of Algorithm 2 can be estimated as given in Table I . Note that Algorithm 3 differs from Algorithm 2 only in the power-updating step; thus, it has approximately the same complexity order as Algorithm 2.
C. Estimated Complexity of iSLNR TRS (Algorithm 4)
In Algorithm 4, the outer loop involves a successive increment of substreams, which requires at most B iterations. The inner loop involves the precoding designs and the searches for the best eigenmode from the candidate list of size K, therefore requiring approximately Kn iter iterations (including n iter iterations for iSLNR precoding loops). Thus, the overall complexity is proportional to BKn iter , as estimated in Table I .
D. Comparison With Existing Algorithms
The estimated complexity of an antenna selection method (URAS1) [15] and a joint transceiver design based on WMMSE (WSRBF-WMMSE) [7] are also given in Table I for comparison purposes. URAS1 requires searching over the entire unselected antennas during the inner loop, resulting in the overall complexity proportional to BN = BKn, compared with BKn iter for the case of iSLNR TRS. Therefore, the advantage of iSLNR TRS over URAS1 depends on the ratio n/n iter . Thus, assuming a fixed n iter , the complexity of iSLNR TRS can be significantly reduced compared with URAS1 if users are equipped with a large number of receive antennas n as a result of the reduced candidate search from the entire antenna list in URAS1 to the dominant eigenmode list in iSLNR TRS.
The complexity of iSLNR GIWF in the first iteration (the term K 2 (4nM 2 )) increases quadratically with the number of user K, similar to the case of WSRBF-WMMSE (i.e., K 2 (2n 2 M + 2n 3 )). However, due to zero allocated-power in most substreams, the complexity of iSLNR GIWF greatly reduces to a linear growth, i.e., Kn(2BM
, in subsequent loops. Furthermore, it is seen that the quadratic complexity order of iSLNR GIWF can be improved if a good initial power allocation is given, e.g., obtained by iSLNR TRS, for which the complexity linearly increases with K. In this case, the overall complexity of iSLNR TRS+GIWF can be approximated as a linear function of K. 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated here. For all simulations, spatially uncorrelated MIMO channels generated as i.i.d. Gaussian random variables CN (0, 1), and equal noise variance for all receivers (σ 2 k = σ 2 ∀k) are assumed. The SNR is defined as P/σ 2 . The thresholds 1 , 2 , and the maximum number of iterations are set to 0.001, 0.0001 and 100, respectively, in all simulations.
A. iSLNR With EPS
The proposed iSLNR precoding scheme with MFs (iSLNR-MF) is examined here, assuming the dominant eigenmode transmission (only the strongest eigenmode for each user is transmitted) and equal power allocation for each active substream. Compared with the cSLNR scheme (cSLNR-MF), the iSLNR-MF can efficiently exploit the receiver subspaces by taking into account the receiver structures in the transmit filter design. This leads to the improvement in the ergodic sum capacity and the average uncoded BER, as depicted in Figs. 2  and 3 , respectively. Note that the performance of iSLNR-MF improves as the number of iterations n iter increases due to the higher accuracy of the receiver subspaces estimation. Nevertheless, no significant gain can be obtained after a sufficient high number of iterations. It is also observed that an optimal number of iterations seems to increase with the operating SNR. For practical purposes, three to five iterations are recommended, as suggested by the simulation results.
B. iSLNR With EPS and Imperfect Channel Estimation
The performance of iSLNR-MF EPS with imperfect channel estimation is given in Fig. 4 . Compared with the case of perfect CSI, error floors can be observed in the BER performance at high SNR due to CSI estimation errors. It can also be seen that iSLNR-MF leads to identical performance as cSLNR-MF in the multistream (MS) case (no unused receiver subspaces as a result of full-eigenmode transmission). In contrast, the advantage of iSLNR-MF over cSLNR-MF can again be observed in the single-stream (SS) case. In addition, it is noticed that the improvement of iSLNR-MF is mainly attributed to the exploitation of unused receiver subspaces; the knowledge of estimation error variance marginally contributes to the overall improvement. Compared with cSLNR-MF, the statistical knowledge of estimation errors (i.e., error variance) at the TX has less influence on the performance of iSLNR-MF. Therefore, iSLNR-MF tends to be more robust to the channel estimation errors than the cSLNR-MF scheme.
The performance with various estimation errors is also plotted in Fig 5. The performance gap between iSLNR-MF and cSLNR-MF can be clearly seen for low error variance, whereas it becomes smaller as error variance increases. For very high error variance (e.g., about the same order as channel gain), no significant gain of iSLNR-MF can be observed as no information about unused receiver subspaces can be reliably extracted from the available channel knowledge. 
C. iSLNR With GIWF
The performance of iSLNR with the proposed powerallocation algorithm is evaluated here. First, the convergence property for the case of N k > M is presented in Fig. 6(a)-(b) . At high SNR, it is seen that iSLNR-MF GIWF1 (η = 1) usually converges in most cases (more than 99.5%), whereas iSLNR-MF GIWF2 (η = 0.5, 0.1) converges in all cases. In addition, both algorithms always converge at low SNR, with slow convergence for η = 0.1 due to small updating steps. This suggests that choosing 0.5 ≤ η ≤ 0.9 tends to be a reasonable setting. It is also noticed in Fig. 6(c)-(d) that the proposed algorithms converge within ten iterations in most cases, with a slightly faster rate at low SNR than that at high SNR. This demonstrates a good convergence property of the proposed algorithms. For high SNR, a typical converged case can be presented by Channel Realization 1 in Fig. 7 , whereby the algorithms converge after a few iterations. In this case, iSLNR-MF GIWF1 and iSLNR-MF GIWF2 have almost identical performance. In contrast, an oscillation may occasion- ally occur for iSLNR-MF GIWF1, as can be represented by Channel Realization 2. Clearly, iSLNR-MF GIWF2 can avoid the oscillation issue by incorporating the update step size η, which is set to 0.5 in this simulation. Consequently, iSLNR-MF GIWF2 is assumed in subsequent simulations.
Second, the sum capacity is evaluated for the case of N k ≤ M in Fig. 8 . In this case, iSLNR-MF GIWF serves as a typical power-allocation strategy as no user selection is required. An improvement over cSLNR-MF can clearly be seen at low SNR, where the algorithm tends to allocate fewer substreams than the available spatial layers, as also shown in Fig. 9(a) . This allows more power for each substream to overcome noise. Notice that the selected substreams are often the dominant eigenmodes as high channel gain can be expected, and the power is almost equally distributed among the selected substreams.
For N k > M, iSLNR-MF GIWF exhibits both user and substream selection, as depicted in Fig. 9(b). The pair (k, b) denotes the bth substream of the kth user, and substreams are sorted from the largest to the smallest eigenvalues. Notice that the number of selected data streams respects the number of available spatial layers (i.e., four, in this simulation), and it tends to be fewer at low SNR, as discussed earlier. The ergodic sum capacity is also given in Fig. 10 . It is seen that iSLNR-MF GIWF attains significant gain compared with the conventional scheme (cSLNR-MF GIWF) as the modified scheme efficiently considers the receiver subspaces and power allocations in the precoding design. In addition, cSLNR-MF GIWF seems to suffer from high fluctuations during iteration process, causing poor selection outcomes, particularly at high SNR.
D. iSLNR-MF With TRS
As noted in Section IV-C, the performance of iSLNR-MF with TRS depends on the number of inner loop iterations n iter , as shown in Fig. 10 . However, a sufficient number of iterations can be fewer than that of required by iSLNR-MF EPS due to the update of ELCs at the end of each outer loop. In Fig. 10 , the majority of potential capacity gain can be achieved with only two iterations, compared with approximately four iterations required by iSLNR-MF EPS. In addition, the algorithm only needs to search over at most B (the number of available spatial layers) outer loops. This strongly suggests that iSLNR-MF TRS yields an efficient low-complexity algorithm. Furthermore, iSLNR-MF TRS can be complemented by GIWF (power allocation), which can bring further improvement, although only slight gain can be observed as almost equally distributed power can be expected at a local optimal point.
The proposed methods achieve a significant gain compared with an antenna selection scheme (URAS1 EPS) in [15] and attain comparable performance to a joint transceiver design (WSRBF-WMMSE with transmit MF initialization) in [7] , albeit with a simpler receiver structure. Note that the initialization of the transmit filters remains an issue for WSRBF-WMMSE [7] , whereas iSLNR-MF GIWF seems to work reasonably well with EPS initialization and can also be accompanied by iSLNR-MF TRS as a highly reliable initial condition.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed an iterative transmit filter design based on a modified definition of SLNR. In contrast to the conventional scheme, the proposed method considers the receiver filters and power allocations into the transmit filter design to efficiently use and estimate the receiver subspaces at user terminals. The resulting transceiver structures remain simple and inherit the closed-form solutions from the conventional scheme. As a result, the WSC maximization problems can be simplified to power-allocation and user/substream selection problems. A power-allocation algorithm has been proposed in this paper, which implicitly integrates the user and substream selection functionalities into its algorithm. An explicit user and substream selection was also proposed as an alternative method to maximize WSC. Both proposed methods can potentially be combined, which could bring further improvement, subjected to the complexity tradeoff. Numerical results show that the proposed algorithms outperform the conventional scheme and the antenna selection approach. They also achieve a comparable performance to a joint transceiver design approach, despite using simple receive MFs. The proposed schemes, therefore, provide potential alternatives for practical implementations. 
where (29) 
